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Optical neural network (ONN) has been regarded as one of the most prospective techniques in the
future, due to its high-speed and low power cost. However, the realization of optical convolutional
neural network (CNN) in non-ideal cases still remains a big challenge. In this paper, we propose
an optical convolutional networks system for classification problems by applying general matrix
multiply (GEMM) technology. The results show that under the influence of noise, this system still
has good performance with low TOP-1 and TOP-5 error rates of 44.26% and 14.51% for ImageNet.
We also propose a quantization model of CNN. The noise quantization model reaches a sufficient
prediction accuracy of about 96% for MNIST handwritten dataset.
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1. Introduction

Deep neural networks have already been used in a wide range of applications, from
computer vision to natural language processing. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
are good at using the spatial invariance of various image properties, which leads to the
popular applications in solving computer vision problems [1-3]. As the performance
of various tasks grows up to significant levels, the number of parameters and connec-
tions in these networks also increase dramatically, resulting in the demand of power
reduction and storage capacity increment. In order to deal with more data with effi-
ciency, many techniques which have been used to compress neural networks are no
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longer sufficient. Thus fast, low-power, and small chips are needed urgently. Special-
ized machine learning processing devices have been investigated, while other appli-
cations for embedded vision still focus on inference [4,5], trying to incorporate some
image processing functions into the sensors to eliminate or reduce the hassle of trans-
mitting complete image data to the processor. Due to the strict limitation of power and
bandwidth, the configuration of CNNs for embedded systems such as mobile vision,
vehicles, robotics, wireless smart sensors is still difficult [6,7]. Optical computing is
receiving increasing attention due to its high bandwidth, high interconnectivity, and
inherently parallel processing. Transmission and computation may be realized at the
speed of light [8-10]. Retaining these advantages, optimized and scalable optical con-
figurations for building optical CNN frameworks will be of research interest in the
fields of computer vision, robotics, machine learning and optics.

The initial researches on optical neural networks (ONNs) focus on the performance
of matrix multiplication for fully connected layers [11]. So far, most research on optical
CNNs has focused on the design of convolutional layers based on optical components
[12,13]. There are few reports on the application of all-optical CNNs. Therefore, more
research is still needed to improve the optical CNNs. For real-life computer vision
problems, processing large -scale data remains a big challenge for all-optical CNNs,
since optical methods are mainly applied with fully connected structures, and their in-
put scale is determined by hardware parallelism [14].

However, for ONNs in real cases, there would inevitably be some problems under
non-ideal conditions that will affect their performance. In practice, the following two
conditions which can cause errors could occur in optical devices: (1) Mach–Zehnder
interferometer (MZI) devices could generate device-level noise [15-17]. Each MZI
contains a configurable thermal-optical phase shifter to encode ONN weights. This
phase shift can be affected by the device size, manufacturing defects, voltage control,
and environmental changes, resulting in incorrect weight coding. Due to the cascaded
architecture of ONN, phase errors caused by limited control resolution and phase shift-
er variations will propagate and accumulate throughout the system, ultimately resulting
in reducing the whole inference accuracy. (2) The electronic control of optical devices
has only limited resolution, and the phase shift generated by MZI cannot physically
achieve arbitrary accuracy [14,18,19]. As a result, there would be weight encoding
errors when mapping high-precision models to physical optical devices. We investi-
gated the noise effect on the optical fully-connect neural network (FCNN) [20]. How-
ever, the noise issue in the optical convolutional networks remains a severe problem,
which needs to be investigated clearly.

In this paper, an optical CNN system is designed based on an integrated ONN chip
through the collaborative design of optics and algorithms, which integrates image ac-
quisition and computation. This system helps to classify the input images. Our aim is
to design a system with optimized optical convolution layers for specific classification
problems, which demonstrates the capability of photoelectric CNNs. A noise quanti-
zation model for convolution operation is presented, and the effect of quantization on
the accuracy of the optical CNN is analyzed.
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2. Optical convolutional network model

The classic integrated ONN architecture utilizes MZI arrays for multi-layer percep-
tion (MLP) inference [21]. In our previous work, we designed an image classification
recognition model based on a fully connected neural network (FCNN), and mapped it
into a silicon-based integrated optical path [20]. The preliminary simulation experi-
ments show that the ONN chip can classify handwritten digits quickly and accurately,
with an accuracy rate of more than 97% [22]. However, the realization of CNN is dif-
ferent from FCNN. In order to realize convolution operations, we design an optical
convolutional network based on the same ONN chip, where the detailed structure with
five parts has been reported in our previous literatures [20,22].

In neural networks, complete connection layers and convolutional layers can be
achieved through general matrix multiply (GEMM) [23]. The implementation of  GEMM
can achieve high-speed operations by making full use of the system’s multi-level
memory structure and program execution locality, which is a key function of basic lin-
ear algebra subprograms (BLA) [24]. The optical unit performs the matrix-vector
multiplication, and executes the optical GEMM in parallel with multiple units with the
same set of weights. In addition to fully connected layers, convolutional layers can be
implemented on optical GEMM units by employing “Patching” technology [25]. Fig-
ure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the convolution operation based on the optical
GEMM unit. 

As shown in Fig. 1, patching technique reconstructs convolution into matrix-ma-
trix multiplication. In the convolutional layer shown in Fig. 1, input xij;k is an image
with dimension W × H and C channels. The convolution operation output yij;k is with
the dimension of W' × H', and the number of channels is C'. The relationship between
input and output is expressed as 

(1)

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of optical GEMM implementing convolution operation.

yij k; Ki'j ' k l x sx i i '+  sy j j '+  l;

i ' j ' l
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where Ki' j' ,k l is the convolution filter, which is a four-bit tensor of size
Kx × Ky × C × C', and sx , sy is the step size of the convolution. In the convolutional
layer shown in Fig. 1, Kx = Ky = 3 and sx = sy = 2. Patching stretches the image into
a matrix X of dimensions KxKyC × W'H', with each column corresponding to the vec-
tor Kx × Ky of the image. Rearrange the elements of the filter to form a dense matrix
K of size C' × KxKyC. Then the formula can be calculated by matrix multiplication of
Y = KX. It can be concluded that the size of matrix Y is C' × W'H'. In almost any
microprocessor, GEMM is a highly optimized function with a very regular memory
access pattern. The benefit of rewriting convolution to GEMM is to highlight the re-
dundancy of data storage generated from overlapping patching [26,27]. The time re-
quired to rearrange images into a patch matrix is usually very small compared to that
required to calculate GEMM. Therefore, by accelerating GEMM, the optical matrix
multiplier will significantly improve the speed and energy efficiency of the convolu-
tional layers. Since this algorithm performs convention operation in a matrix-matrix
operation, energy cost can also be reduced even if neural networks are not run on large
batches of data. Due to the limitation of optical devices, convolution operation can be
converted into matrix multiplication through optical GEMM, which is convenient for
calculation. Through optical GEMM, CNN can be well mapped into the chip structure.

Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of the photoelectric system. The signal is
input through the input port and output through the balance detector after multiplication
and addition operations through the ONN chip. Shot noise will be generated in the bal-
ance detector. Through AD/DA conversion, the balance detector can be connected to
the circuit. A computer is used to process the nonlinear data. Data quantization would
be needed in this process. Both analog noise and quantization will be discussed in detail
in the following sections. According to the previous research, it can be concluded that
this chip is scalable. Therefore, for large-scale data such as ImageNet, we can arrange

Fig. 2. Photoelectric system diagram.
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the chips orderly. Final output can be obtained following the timing input and infor-
mation processing. 

The power consumption of the ONN chip mainly comes from the modulators.
The electro-optic phase modulator used in the ONN chip has a low power consumption
of less than 1 mW, with the speed of 100 MHz. The chip is made by CMOS technology,
which can be mass produced.

3. Noise quantization simulation analysis

3.1. Noise

In a neural network, the output xi + 1 of a specific layer can be obtained through
multiplying and accumulating (MAC) operations of input xi and weighted signal Aij .
The expression is shown as follows:

(2)

The ONN chip could operate MAC calculations optically with weighted signal and in-
put, which has been encoded as pulses. The output current follows Poisson distribution
Q/e ~ Poisson( |u |2), which will lead to the Gaussian random variable:

(3)

where wi(k ) ~ N (0, 1) are Gaussian random variables.
Thus the output xi + 1 can be described as [28]

(4)

where ||ꞏ|| is the 2-norm, nMAC is the number of photons per MAC, N is the number of
input neurons and N' is the number of output neurons.

We adopt the optical GEMM in the simulation, where the optical unit performs the
matrix-vector multiplication and runs multiple elements in parallel with the same set of
weights to implement the general GEMM, which is a key function in the basic linear
algebra subprograms. A typical convolution neural network which is competitive in the
large-scale visual recognition challenge of  ImageNet is AlexNet [1]. Thus we consider
to use this typical network as a benchmark issue. AlexNet is an 8-layer structure, of
which the first 5 layers are convolutional layers and the last 3 layers are fully connected
layers. Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of AlexNet network structure, and param-
eters of the network are shown in the Table.

To be more realistic, we add noise in Eq. (4) to the network. Two error rates, Top-1
and Top-5, are usually reported in ImageNet. In prediction, the meaning of  Top-1 error
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rate is to check whether the class with the highest probability is the same as the target
label. And the Top-5 error rate is the proportion of the test image where the correct tag
is not among the five tags that the model considers to be the most likely. In both cases,
the highest score is obtained by dividing the number of matches between the predicted
and target labels by the number of evaluated data points. The experimental results are
shown in Fig. 4. 

As we can see from Fig. 4, both Top-1 and Top-5 error rates decrease as the pho-
tons/(number of MACs) increase. When the photons/(number of MACs) are large
enough, the effect of noise can be ignored. In this experiment, when the photons/(num-
ber of MACs) are large enough, the error rates of Top-1 and Top-5 are 44.26% and
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Fig. 3. AlexNet network structure diagram. 

T a b l e. Parameters of AlexNet. 

Layer Output Kernel Stride MACs

Conv1 55 × 55 × 96 11 × 11 4 105M

Pool 27 × 27 × 96 – 2 –

Conv2 27 × 27 × 256 5 × 5 1 448M

Pool 13 × 13 × 256 – 2 –

Conv3 13 × 13 × 384 3 × 3 1 150M

Conv4 13 × 13 × 384 3 × 3 1 224M

Conv5 13 × 13 × 256 3 × 3 1 150M

Pool 6 × 6 × 256 – 2 –

FC1 4096 – – 38M

FC2 4096 – – 16M

FC3 1000 – – 4M
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14.51%, respectively. Typical Top-1 and Top-5 error rates were reported to be 37.5%
and 17.0% [1]. Compared with the classical data, we achieve comparable Top-1 error
rate and lower Top-5 error rate. 

3.2. Quantization

Since the electronic control of the optical devices has only limited resolution, the op-
tical neural unit cannot physically achieve arbitrary precision. When a high-precision
model is mapped to a physical optical device, a weight encoding error could occur.
Due to AD/DA conversion, floating-point numbers (FPs) should be quantized into
fixed-point numbers (INT) in the model. This results in smaller models and improved
inference speed. Extensive work has shown that more efficient deep neural networks
can be achieved through low-bit parameter quantization [29,30]. However, quantiza-
tion errors after training will lead to performance degradation. The results of some ex-
periments using low-precision numerical representations seem to indicate that the
experiment requires precision higher than eight bits to deal with backward propagation
and gradients [31]. This will make the implementation of the training more compli-
cated. Therefore, after training the model, it is reasonable to use the quantified weights
for inference.

The basic components of CONV and FC layers are MAC operations, which can be
easily parallelized. In order to achieve high performance, highly parallelized comput-
ing paradigm, including time and space architecture, is widely used. In the above ex-
periment, we found that when the MAC reaches a certain size, the noise has little effect
on accuracy. We will quantize the AlexNet model mentioned above and add noise for
analysis to form a new noise quantization model. The model before quantification is
shown in Fig. 3, and the structure diagram after quantification is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Error rate of  Top-1 and Top-5. 
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Accuracy is the most common evaluation criteria for classification problems,
which can be described as

(5)

where TP is true positives, TN is true negatives, P and N are positives and negatives,
respectively. (TP + TN) presents all cases that have been correctly recognized, while
(P + N) presents all cases that have been obtained in the dataset.

The accuracy of the quantified model is analyzed. In the case of FP32, AlexNet is
used to predict the accuracy of the same data set. Figure 6 shows the accuracy of using
AlexNet to predict MNIST dataset under FP32. It can be seen that the accuracy in-
creases as the step increases. The highest accuracy of the trained network is 96.81%.
While the accuracy rate obtained by reasoning after quantifying the model is 96.68%,
the classification accuracy drop could achieve as low as 0.13%. The slight loss of ac-
curacy after quantization compared with that before quantization is too small to be ne-
glected. It can be concluded that this quantization model is effective.

Fig. 5. Flow chart after quantization of noise model.
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4. Conclusion 

In this paper, in combination with the GEMM algorithm, we have proposed an optical
convolutional networks system optimized for specific classification problems, which
enables ONN to classify images. Experimental results on ImageNet dataset show that
the system has good expression ability, where the Top-1 and Top-5 error rates are as
low as 44.26% and 14.51%, respectively. In addition, we have also proposed a quan-
tization model of CNN for image classification and recognition to adapt ONN to
non-ideal environments with low-bit transmission. Through the comparison before and
after quantization, the optimized quantization model in this paper is effective with suf-
ficient prediction accuracy which can reach about 96% for MNIST handwritten dataset.
Experimental results show that the proposed quantification method can effectively
solve the non-ideal ONN problem. We believe that the noise quantization model es-
tablished in this paper could provide theoretical guide to optical neural network chips
in the near future.
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